Helping out the children with a S&A M Final Express co-owners Anna and Mark Wadas at the opening of their new location at 119 Carey Ave. in Wilkes-Barre and to celebrate their 25th anniversary since opening in 1997!

I was honored to be able to present a House of Representatives Citation to Luzerne Foundation Executive Director Charles Barber upon his retirement from the foundation. He was accompanied by his lovely wife, Denise. His guidance, direction, and leadership skills have elevated the Luzerne Foundation to one of the most noted in the entire commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

Pennsylvanians can now apply for rebates on energy savings in their homes. The Property Tax/Rent Rebate Program benefits eligible households, including seniors aged 65 or older, widows and widowers ages 50 or older; and people with disabilities.

Past-due water bills; Termination of water service; or, need to drive a team of draft horses pulling a feed scurry with fellow legislators and officials! 24 competitors had a chance to participate again in the Pennsylvania International Draft Horse Show. It was a blast to participate again in the Pennsylvania. Important democracy updates and more. As you continue to read going forward, you will learn more about these grants, find out what’s happening in the Capitol, learn how you can help save our democracy by searching for the truth, and much more!

In addition to these and other legislative achievements, I’m proud to report that I’ve been able to help secure millions of dollars worth of state grants and investments for our district and region for public safety, workforce development, local infrastructure and more. As you continue to read going forward, you will learn more about these grants, find out what’s happening in the Capitol, learn how you can help save our democracy by searching for the truth, and much more!

In the past year, we’ve made historic investments in our public schools, working to move Pennsylvania through the pandemic and toward a more normal future. In the past year, we’ve made historic investments in our public schools, working to move Pennsylvania through the pandemic and toward a more normal future. 

As you continue to read going forward, you will learn more about these grants, find out what’s happening in the Capitol, learn how you can help save our democracy by searching for the truth, and much more!

I was happy to join state Rep. Mouzon McClain (FAR LEFT) and U.S. Congressman Matt Cartwright (BACK), as we were welcomed by Ashley Walsh to tour Pocono Organics in Monroe County last August!

I was happy to join state Rep. Mouzon McClain (FAR LEFT) and U.S. Congressman Matt Cartwright (BACK), as we were welcomed by Ashley Walsh to tour Pocono Organics in Monroe County last August!
Pennsylvania Elections are Free, Fair, Safe, and Secure
Let’s Keep Them That Way

In 2020 and 2021, we saw unrivaled attacks on our democracy, skillfully and strategically those in power did everything in their power to undermine the integrity of the 2020 election. They spread disinformation and misinformation in an attempt to undermine public trust in our democratic system, as well as the very foundation of our democracy. 

But every attack, every lie, every effort to undermine our system of democracy was met with resilience and resistance from those who have come to believe in the future of our democracy. 

Pennsylvania’s ELECTIONS are FREE, FAIR, SAFE and SECURE – and we’re doing our part to protect that integrity.

Pennsylvania Needs a National Infrastructure Bank (NIB)

President Joe Biden made a huge commitment to infrastructure with his American Jobs Plan, which would provide $2 trillion toward addressing our nation’s physical infrastructure needs. The $800 billion set aside for transportation is a large piece of the plan for improving roads and bridges, upgrading rail systems, and investing in public transit. 

President Biden’s plan is a testament to how badly we need this kind of federal investment. A recent finding by the American Society of Civil Engineers found that the nation’s infrastructure was in dire need of repair. The ASCE’s 2021 infrastructure report card found that most of the nation’s major infrastructure systems – roads, bridges, rail, school buildings, airports, and water and wastewater systems – are in poor condition. The report states that $1.2 trillion is needed to get the U.S. infrastructure system back to a state of good repair.

While this $800 billion investment is good news, it is far from enough. The American Jobs Plan will help get our infrastructure system back to a state of good repair, but it will not fully fund the repairs needed. 

The needs of our nation’s infrastructure are urgent and critical, and they are growing every day. The American Jobs Plan will help us address some of the most pressing needs, but much more work needs to be done.

A National Infrastructure Bank (NIB) would be a game-changer for our nation's infrastructure needs, allowing for targeted, comprehensive funding that would support projects throughout the United States and address our infrastructure needs in a meaningful way.

Policy Hearing: Driving Down Prescription Costs

Last summer, I co-hosted a House Committee hearing on Driving Down Prescription Drug Costs. We brought together witnesses to discuss the importance of maintaining and updating our state’s laws on pharmaceutical pricing. It was my hope that the expert testimony we heard from our witnesses would lead to solutions that provide an affordable, health care system for all citizens.

As I said in the hearing, affordability and accessibility – along with quality – are the three most important things. Affordable and accessible prescription drugs are a patient’s right. They should not be denied the medications they need because they can’t afford it.

In addition to hearing from experts and stakeholders, we heard from many of you, the citizens of Pennsylvania, as you shared your personal stories of how prescription drug costs are impacting you and your families. 

Your stories are powerful. They are raw, real, and honest.

We’re in a new chapter of the fight against prescription drug costs. And it’s one that we have a real opportunity to win. 

Please make sure you're registered to vote, study the candidates carefully, and use your voice to save our democracy. 

And your words mean little or nothing if you don’t vote. Please vote.
It has been my pleasure to work with state, county, and local officials to acquire investment dollars to help all communities.

State Grants Awarded to Improve Life in Luzerne County

$50,000 LSA grant to Township to convert a portion of their downtown to pedestrian friendly. This will improve safety and accessibility.

$800,000 LSA grant to Wilkes-Barre City to complete the Luzerne County Child Advocacy Center (LCCAC) system, collaborative response to reduce violence and abuse, and increase safety by replacing relic pavers installed in the wake of the 2008 flood. This will increase stormwater management.

$73,439 LSA grant to Wilkes-Barre City on behalf of the Luzerne County Child Advocacy Center (LCCAC) system. This will increase safety by replacing relic pavers installed in the wake of the 2008 flood.

$7,000,000 LSA grant to Wilkes-Barre City to complete the downtown revitalization project in the downtown area. This will improve safety and accessibility.

$5,000,000 LSA grant to Township to construct a new municipal building. This will improve safety and accessibility.

$100,000 LSA grant to Township for the Gateway Center II project. This will increase safety and accessibility.

$47,626 LSA grant to Laurel Run Borough to purchase a 2014 Case 580N backhoe/loader to clean up storm debris. This will improve safety and accessibility.

$100,000 LSA grant to Township to purchase a backhoe/loader for storm debris clean-up. This will improve safety and accessibility.

$300,000 LSA grant to Township to construct a new transit facility in the city. This will improve safety and accessibility.

Pennsylvania Elections are Free, Fair, Safe, and Secure. Let’s Keep Them That Way

Pennsylvania Needs a National Infrastructure Bank (NIB)

January 1st, 2021, President Biden signed the American Rescue Plan Act. This legislation is critical to helping states and cities recover from the economic impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. Pennsylvania received $12.4 billion in American Rescue Plan funding. This grant money can be used to support state and local governments in their efforts to safely reopen our economy, provide relief to families and businesses, and make long-term investments in our communities.

Policy Healing: Driving Down Prescription Costs

Pennsylvania is one of the states in the country most vulnerable to the high cost of prescription drugs. In fact, all 50 states are vulnerable to the high cost of prescription drugs. The cost of prescription drugs is a national problem that affects us all. The cost of prescription drugs is not only a problem for the American people, but it is also a problem for the American government. The cost of prescription drugs is a problem that affects us all, and it is a problem that needs to be addressed.

Pennsylvania’s 14 largest pharmacies are rated in poor condition — about 1 in every 8 owned bridges, PennDOT figures show that nearly 1 in 4 bridges are in poor condition. This is a problem that needs to be addressed.

Pennsylvania has the highest rate of prescription drug deaths in the country. This is a problem that needs to be addressed.

Pennsylvania has the highest rate of prescription drug deaths in the country. This is a problem that needs to be addressed.

Pennsylvania is one of the states in the country most vulnerable to the high cost of prescription drugs. In fact, all 50 states are vulnerable to the high cost of prescription drugs. The cost of prescription drugs is a national problem that affects us all. The cost of prescription drugs is not only a problem for the American people, but it is also a problem for the American government. The cost of prescription drugs is a problem that affects us all, and it is a problem that needs to be addressed.

Pennsylvania is one of the states in the country most vulnerable to the high cost of prescription drugs. In fact, all 50 states are vulnerable to the high cost of prescription drugs. The cost of prescription drugs is a national problem that affects us all. The cost of prescription drugs is not only a problem for the American people, but it is also a problem for the American government. The cost of prescription drugs is a problem that affects us all, and it is a problem that needs to be addressed.
Pennsylvania Elections are Free, Fair, Safe, and Secure
Let’s Keep Them That Way

In 2020 and 2021, we saw unbelievable attacks on our democracy and professionally. Those in power sought to undermine the integrity of our elections and even refuse to acknowledge the will of the voters. However, the polls stayed open, the votes were counted, and the results were confirmed.

Pennsylvania Needs a National Bank (NIB)

January 17, 2022: Hon. Pope-Holley Bridge collapse in Bloomsburg caused seven injuries and six fatalities. It’s important to maintain and upgrade our state’s infrastructure. To date, the bridge has been involved in 35 accidents in 19 years. This is unacceptable.

The NIB would be an independent agency that serves the states. The NIB would provide a way to finance infrastructure projects and ensure that communities are not saddled with debt.

Policy Hearing: Driving Down Prescription Costs

Last summer, I hosted a House Democratic Caucus Health Committee hearing on Driving Down Prescription Drug Costs. Our recommendations have been validated by reinsurance costs seeing increases in 2021.

If passed, this bill would lead to qualified testimonies that the expert testimony would lead to qualified testimony. Consequently, it is unsustainable.

Reps. Emily Kinkead and Elizabeth Mayhew of the Pennsylvania Democratic Policy Committee hearing on Driving Down Prescription Costs.

Driving down prescription drug costs can help save on one life-saving medication. At the hearing, we were presented with the testimony that the average cost of prescription drugs in the U.S. is 3.7 times higher than the average cost in Canada, Australia, Portugal, and the other 11 countries.

For safety’s sake, we can’t wait decades to repair Pennsylvania’s roads and bridges, which are rated in poor condition — about 1 in every 8 owned bridges, PennDOT figures show that nearly 1 in every 14 roads in the state. This collapse is a call to action for Congress — and the federal government — to ensure that our state’s roads and bridges are in safe, efficient condition.

Pennsylvania is in a race against time to repair this infrastructure. To date, roughly $458 million has been available to transform our state’s infrastructure, but it will exceed our allotment of $1.6 billion for bridges alone.

PennDOT figures show that almost 1 in every 8 of Pennsylvania’s bridges are rated in poor condition — about 1 in every 14 roads in the state. This collapse is a call to action for Congress — and the federal government — to ensure that our state’s roads and bridges are in safe, efficient condition.

In the wake of this tragedy, we must take action to ensure the safety of our bridges and roads. The collapse has occurred in a number of states, including Florida and Ohio, where the bridges are in poor condition. This collapse is a call to action for Congress — and the federal government — to ensure that our state’s roads and bridges are in safe, efficient condition.

Again, we must take action to cut the costs of generic prescription drugs. There is no reason for the price of a standard unit of insulin in 2018 to be $155.22 in Canada, $98.70 in the U.S. versus $155.22 in Canada, $98.70 in the U.S., and $155.22 in Canada.

This means, if a drug costs $10 per prescription in another country, the cost in the U.S. is $155.22. Using this membership to purchase and install a sustainable workforce development system would be the most practical outcome.

An innovative way to cut the costs of generic prescription drugs is to reduce the price of the drug. This would lead to qualified testimonies that the expert testimony would lead to qualified testimonies. Consequently, it is unsustainable.

Reps. Emily Kinkead and Elizabeth Mayhew of the Pennsylvania Democratic Policy Committee hearing on Driving Down Prescription Costs.

The NIB would be an independent agency that serves the states. The NIB would provide a way to finance infrastructure projects and ensure that communities are not saddled with debt.

Consider the case of a new member of Congress. An expert testimony would lead to qualified testimonies that the expert testimony would lead to qualified testimonies. Consequently, it is unsustainable.
Dear Neighbor,

I hope this newsletter finds you and your family safe, healthy, and energized as we head into Spring and hopefully experience an exciting and productive year ahead. Since my last mailing, your state legislators and government have been working to move Pennsylvania through the pandemic and toward a more normal future. In the past year, we’ve made historic investments in our public schools, expanded access to prescription drug for seniors, invested in our frontline workers impacted most by the pandemic, allocated serious money into high-speed broadband and more.

SPECIFICALLY, I’M PROUD TO HAVE SUPPORTED:

- A 2021-22 budget that increased state funding for ALL our local school districts – with no tax increases.
- Expanding access to the PAFFNET prescription program by raising the income limits from $27,500 to $53,500 for a single person and from $35,500 to $70,000 for a married couple.
- Approving $225 million to help nurses and health care workers and get more professionals on the job.
- Establishing the Pennsylvania Broadband Development Authority to help bring high-speed internet to students, businesses, and homes across Pennsylvania.

In addition to these and other legislative achievements, I’m proud to report that I’ve been able to help secure millions of dollars worth of state grants and investments for our district and region for public safety, workforce development, local infrastructure, and more. You can continue to read going forward, you will learn more about these grants, find out what’s happening in the Capitol, learn how you can help save our democracy by supporting truth to protect one another and to protect our most precious democracy!

Stay strong, stay safe, do the right thing by getting your COVID shots and search for the truth to protect one another and to protect our most precious democracy!

Sincerely,

Eddie Day Pashinski
State Representative
121st Legislative District
State Capitol, 214 East Office Building • P.O. Box 28215 • Harrisburg, PA 17105-28215, (717) 207-8966
District Office: 1316 State Street • Scranton, PA 18503 • (570) 343-7281
Office Hours: 9am-4pm, Monday-Friday

www.mypath.pa.gov
or contact my office by calling 570-825-5934 for assistance.

To qualify, applicants must meet the following income guidelines and have a crisis with their water service:

- Past-due water bills; Threat of termination of water service; or, Street, fire, and EMS crews who have spent over 2 years in unreasonable conditions working to save lives and protect all. I’d also like to thank our grocery store workers, educators, truck drivers, bus drivers, farmers, and fruit and vegetable pickers, food processors, cleaning crews, and so many others who are providing the goods and services we need every day. There is no doubt that the COVID pandemic has demonstrated that each of us play a role making all of our lives better through the work we all do every day. Stay strong, stay safe, do the right thing by getting your COVID shots and search for the truth to protect one another and to protect our most precious democracy! Sincerely,

Included in these grants, find out what’s happening in the Capitol, learn how you can help save our democracy by supporting truth to protect one another and to protect our most precious democracy!

Stay strong, stay safe, do the right thing by getting your COVID shots and search for the truth to protect one another and to protect our most precious democracy!

Sincerely,

Eddie Day Pashinski
State Representative
121st Legislative District
State Capitol, 214 East Office Building • P.O. Box 28215 • Harrisburg, PA 17105-28215, (717) 207-8966
District Office: 1316 State Street • Scranton, PA 18503 • (570) 343-7281
Office Hours: 9am-4pm, Monday-Friday

www.mypath.pa.gov
or contact my office by calling 570-825-5934 for assistance.
Pictures from Around the District & Commonwealth

Monroe County last August!

I was happy to join state Rep. Mouwen Madison (FAR LEFT) and U.S. Congressman Matt Cartwright (BACK), as we delivered resources to local businesses.

Helping out the citizens with A.M. Finessi Express co-owners Anna and Mark Wadas through an obstacle course, with stations for loading and unloading straw bales along the way. We were able to capture 67 palet.

I was honored to be able to present a House of Representatives Citation to Luzerne Foundation Executive Director Charles Barber upon his retirement from the foundation. He was accompanied by his lovely wife, Denise. His guidance, direction, and leadership skills have elevated the Luzerne Foundation to one of the most noted in the entire commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

I was excited and honored to visit with educators and fellow legislators and officials! 24 competitors had the opportunity to recognize them in the community. I’m grateful to Speaker Mark Bennett for appointing me to chair the House Committee on State Institutions of Higher Education. This committee is charged with oversight.

I recognize the efforts of Wilkes-Barre’s Scranton Times Leader and its wife Angela Cant in the House of Representatives, as they are providing coverage on Wilkes University and our community. I’m grateful to Brian Culle (FAR LEFT) for the opportunity to meet with them and discuss continuing service to Wilkes University and our community. 

Dear Neighbor,

I hope that this newsletter finds you and your family safe, healthy, and energized as we head into Spring and hopefully experience an exciting and productive year ahead. Since my last mailing, your state legislators and government have been working hard to keep Pennsylvania through the pandemic and toward a more normal future. In the past year, we’ve made historic investments in our public schools, expanded access to prescription drugs for seniors, invested in our frontline workers impacted most by the pandemic, allocated serious money into high-speed broadband and more.

I hope that this newsletter finds you and your family safe, healthy, and energized as we head into Spring and hopefully experience an exciting and productive year ahead. Since my last mailing, your state legislators and government have been working hard to keep Pennsylvania through the pandemic and toward a more normal future. In the past year, we’ve made historic investments in our public schools, expanded access to prescription drugs for seniors, invested in our frontline workers impacted most by the pandemic, allocated serious money into high-speed broadband and more.

SPECIFICALLY I’M PROUD TO HAVE SUPPORTED:  

A 2021-22 budget that increased state funding for ALL our local school districts—with no tax increases.

Expanding access to the FACENET prescription program by raising the income limits from $27,500 to $33,500 for a single person and from $35,500 to $43,500 for a married couple.

Appropriating $225 million to help nurses and health care workers and get more professionals on the job.

Establishing the Pennsylvania Broadband Development Authority to help bring high-speed internet to students, businesses, and homes across Pennsylvania.

In addition to these and other legislative achievements, I’m proud to report that I’ve been able to help secure millions of dollars worth of state grants and investments for our district and region for public safety, workforce development, local infrastructure and more. I continue to meet with going forward, you will learn more about these grants, find out what’s happening in the Capitol, learn how you can help save our democracy by searching for the truth, and much more! A very special note, before reviewing my newsletter. I’d like to express a very special thank you to all our frontline doctors, nurses, health care providers, police, fire, and EMS crews who have spent over 2 years in unreasonable conditions working to save lives and protect all. I’d also like to thank our grocery store workers, educators, truck drivers, bus drivers, farmers, fruit and vegetable pickers, food processors, cleaning crews, and so many others who are providing the goods and services we need every day. There is no doubt that the COVID pandemic has demonstrated that each of us play a role making all of our lives better through the work we do all day. Stay strong, stay well, do the right thing by getting your COVID shots and doing your part! 

Stay strong, stay well, do the right thing by getting your COVID shots and doing your part!

Looking inside for information about:

Grants for our district

Important democracy updates

How we can address our infrastructure needs

And much more!
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